body may be so overcome by it, that the digestive faculties (as in a person starving with cold) are chilled and enervated; and the solids being overbraced by so high a degree of cold, may at last lose their tone or elasticity. In this case, the constitution becoming gradually habituated to an overcharge of what physicians call the *serosa colluvies*, by a long obstructed perspiration; instead of coughs, stitches, pleurisies, and the like disorders of the inflammatory kind, usual in such seasons from too tense fibres, the scorbutic diathesis may more naturally be contracted, especially if such food only is used as must contribute to form the disease. But this, though probable, cannot be ascertained from fact; because, as I observed elsewhere,¹ these northern countries, above all others, are continually pestered with fogs, even during their severest frosts. And by all faithful and accurate observations made on this disease, moisture is experienced to be the principal and main predisposing cause to it. This indeed of itself is sufficient to dispose the constitution to the scurvy in any climate, even the warmest. It is observable, that, in warm climates, the crews of ships at sea are liable to this malady, when the hot weather, by which the fibres of the body are much relaxed, is succeeded by great and incessant rains usual in these latitudes, or when the season proves very unconstant. The disease is there likewise much owing to the great length of these southern voyages. But, otherwise, it is not near so frequent a calamity as in colder climates; the bad effects of moisture being rendered much more pernicious when combined with cold. A cold and moist constitution of the atmosphere, together with wet lodgings, damp beds, cloaths, and other incon-

¹ P. 101.
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